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Significance

P ¹ NP

Klappenecker has proved that if there is a solution then: 
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A book written in 1884



Spookiness is simple in higher 
dimensions

An internet meme



Spookiness can arise from twists 

Inspired by Escher



Joy Christian’s paper

• Uses GA to represent S7

• Recovers known quantum correlations
• Twists in Hopf bundles arise
• Locality is restored (!)

• Non-locality is recovered when S7 → E3



End of Introduction

Let the war begin……



Varieties of vector notation
Complex numbers

Quaternions

Gibbs vectors

Minkowski 4-vectors

Pauli spinors Dirac spinors

Row and column vectors



Beginnings of vectors

Descartes,1637
Plato/Aristotle
4 Century B.C. “Just as arithmetic consists of only four or 

five operations, namely, addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, division and the 
extraction of roots....so in geometry, to find 
required lines it is merely necessary
to add or subtract lines.”



Pioneers of vectors

Hamilton
1843

Gauss 
(with Argand and Wessel)

1825

2D vectors  so(2) 3D vectors su(2)

Descartes
1637



Two parallel vector universes

Hamilton's
vectors
1843

Grassman Clifford 1879

Gibbs Heaviside



“….a positive evil of no inconsiderable magnitude; 
and that by its avoidance the establishment of 
vector analysis was made quite simple and its 
working also simplified, and that it could be 
conveniently harmonized with ordinary Cartesian 
work.” 

Heaviside on quaternions

vsGibbs/Heaviside Hamilton
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So what is wrong with quaternions?
vsGibbs/Heaviside Hamilton

1.The basis vectors square to -1 and not +1, ie.

2. All operations are non-commutative.

3. A fourth scalar component needs to be added to the vector components.

Eg.,  kinetic energy would be:



Clifford’s description of space

• Unit basis elements: e1, e2, e3
• Square to unity: e1

2 = e2
2 = e3

2 = 1
• Three bivectors: e1e2 , e3e1 , e2e3
• Anticommuting: e1e2 = -e2 e1 etc, 
• One trivector: e1e2e3 .

e1

e3

e2



Clifford's unified vector system

e1

e3

e2

j=e1e2e3

Clifford multivector
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Clifford's system describes 
physical space



Maxwell’s equations

Using the vector gradient:



Maxwell’s equation

Four-gradient operator

Single field variable

Four-current



Periodic table of physical quantities
Scalar Vector Bivector Trivector

Points Lines Areas Volumes

Energy Displacement r
Velocity v
Acceleration a
Poynting vector S

Angular velocity
w = r � p

Mass m F = ma Torque = r � F

Charge ρ Curent J Monopole current Monopole charge

Electric Dipole p Magnetic dipole m

Electric Field E Magnetic field B

Scalar potential V Vector potential A



So what does           mean?

“The true metaphysics of the square root of -1 is elusive.”    
Gauss, 1825

Using Clifford geometric algebra we find that a bivector e1e2 squares to 
minus one.



Clifford unifying vector systems
Clifford combines the Gibbs-like vector with the rotational 
algebra within a unified system.



Potential applications
• Maxwell’s equations and EM waves
• RLC circuits and transmission lines
• Anisotropic media 
• Metamaterials
• Relativity equations for GPS satellites
• Image and signal processing
• Computer vision and robotics
• Quantum foundations
• Quantum computing and quantum game theory



Conclusion

Clifford’s mathematical system… 

“should have gone on to dominate mathematical 
physics….”      (Chris Doran)

but….the vector algebra war continues….
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Quaternion product

The dot and cross products!


